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It was these burial-places, on which the images were then
standing, which so strongly impressed the early voyagers and
whose age and origin have remained an unsolved problem.
During the whole of our time on the island we worked on
the ahu as way opened. Those which happened to lie near
to either of our camps were naturally easy of access, but to
reach the more distant ones, notably those on the north shore,
involved a long expedition. Such a day began with perhaps an
hour's ride; at noon there was an interval for luncheon, when,
in hot weather, the neighbourhood was scoured for miles to find
the smallest atom of shade ; and the day ended with a journey
home of not less than two hours, during which an anxious eye
was kept on the sinking sun. The usual method, as each ahu
was reached, was for S. to dismount, measure it and describe it,
while I sat on my pony and scribbled down notes; but in some
manner or other every part of the coast was by one or both of
us ridden over several times, and a written statement made of
the size, kind, condition, and name of each monument.
Unfortunately there is in existence no large-scale plan of the
coast, a need we had to supply as best we could; map of Easter
Island there is none, only the crude chart; the efforts of our
own surveyor were limited, by the time at his disposal, to making
detailed plans of a few of the principal spots. The want is to be
regretted geographically, but it does not materially affect the
archaeological result. We were always accompanied by native
guides in order to learrt local names and traditions, and it was
soon found necessary to make a point of these being old men ;
owing to the concentration of the remains of the population in
one district, all names elsewhere, except those of the most im-
portant places, are speedily being forgotten. The memories of
even the older men were sometimes shaky, and to get reasonably
complete and accurate information the whole of a district had,
in more than one case, to be gone over again with a second ancient
who turned out to have lived in the neighbourhood in his ycmth
and hence to be a better authority,	' " ,-:'-
Original Design *and Construction of Image Afat.—The burial-
places are, not all of ofre type, nor all constructed to cany statues;
some also are known to have been built comparatively recently,
and will therefore be described under a later section,,   Tbe -
image ahu are, however, all prehistoric.   They number

